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NEWSLETTER AUGUST 2 016 
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Friday 19 August from sunset onwards at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated 
at CBC. Turn left immediately after entering the main gate and follow the road. 
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Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),     
             Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria. 
Date and time: Wednesday 24 August at 19h15.  
Programme: 
 

•   Beginner’s Corner:."Naming names on the Moon "  by Michael Poll. * 
•   What’s Up? by Fred Oosthuizen.. 
•  10 minute break — library will be open. 
•   Main talk: TBA by e-mail to members. 
•   Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits. 

 

The chairperson at the meeting will be Michael Moller. 
 

*  See a summary of this presentation on page 5. 
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Chairman’s Report for the meeting of 27 July 2016 
 

 Instead of the usual Beginners corner our annual general meeting took place. The 
full report will be available on our web site. 
Then Percy Jacobs pointed out some things to look forward to in August 2016. He covered 
everything from comets currently visible, through close approaches of the planets Mercury 
and Venus to best constellations to concentrate on. 
 By just following his advice you are guaranteed not to be bored in August. 
And lastly, Dr Peet van der Walt gave a very good presentation general relativity and the 
celebration of a century since the publication of the first paper by Einstein on the subject. 
Despite the topic being seen as heavily mathematical by most people, Peet made it as easy 
to understand as humanly possible. After the meeting I received much positive feedback 
from members that appreciated a science talk with real content. On the other hand I did get 
comments about heavy mathematics, but that was far in the minority. After all we are a sci-
entific society and not scared of a little maths. 
 Peet concluded the presentation with very fascinating description of gravity waves. 
He described how they are formed, and how they are detected, and the practical difficulties 
in detecting them.  This part of the talk was much appreciated and we gained some insight 
into a whole new scientific field. 
 It was a pleasure and privilege to hear Peet and we look forward to invite him again 
in the future. 
 The meeting ended with the usual refreshments and more than usual discussions 
with Peet about his fascinating presentation.  � 

Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on 24 August 2016 
- by Fred Oosthuizen 

 

Phases of the Moon 

New Moon 1st at 06h03 
First quarter 9th at 08h49 
Full Moon 16th at 10h05 
3rd Quarter 23rd at 06h56 
 

Apogee will occur at 14h45 on the 6th the moon will be at a distance of 405,057km and 
Perigee on the 18th at 13h01 at a distance of 361,893km from the earth. 
3 September; Crescent Moon close to Venus, Jupiter and Mercury. 
9 September; Moon forms triangle with Mars and Saturn. 
17 September; Penumbral eclipse of the Moon. 
22 September; Moon close to star Aldebaran. 
29 September; Moon close to Mercury close. 
 

The Milky Way is brightest and broadest overhead in Sagittarius and Scorpius, and can 
be seen as far southwest as the Pointers and Crux, and northeast all the way down to 
Altair where it meets the skyline east of Vega. 
Sagittarius contains more Messier objects than any other constellation, these as well as 
the many fine objects in the constellation Ophiuchus will be discussed in detail at the 
meeting.  � 
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Report for Observing Evening on  Friday July 22nd 2016  
 - by Michael Poll & Bosman Olivier 

 

A nice turnout of 30 – 35 people, and eight telescopes. The telescopes at our ob-
serving evenings are getting bigger – rather more 8 and 10 inch scopes than 6 inch (or 
less). We were pleased to welcome Fanie Nel from the Department of Education, who is 
interested in us organising something for the solar eclipse on September 1st. Visitors whose 
names we did not get were also welcomed. Neville attracted an audience to his solar sys-
tem model. 

Bosman spent some time with a visitor Ryan looking at the tracking table Johan Smit 
and Bosman had built for "Lyra". (“Lyra” is Bosman’s string telescope). Ryan was so im-
pressed with us as a group that he might even join our centre even though he comes from 
the West Rand. 

There were no clouds, so we were able to have a good session. Early on we had a 
good view of the International Space Station. It was travelling almost due east, and was 
visible almost down to the eastern horizon because the Sun had not long set, and so was 
not far below the western horizon. 

Jupiter was generally the first object looked at. It is getting down in the western eve-
ning sky now, so its viewing season is coming to a close. Europa was very close to the 
planet early on, but disappeared later. (An occultation was due to start at 18h56). 

Mars and Saturn were neck-achingly high in Scorpius, effectively they were over-
head, but were nevertheless prime targets. Mars is currently near quadrature, and so is 
showing a distinct gibbous phase. Saturn’s rings are wide open, and the Cassini division 
was easily seen. There was a lot of appreciation of the views. 

We were able to look at quite few deep sky objects. The Jewel Box (NGC 4755, AS-
SA100: No 52) in Crux was a popular target. M7 (ASSA100: No 80) in Scorpius was well 
placed, and in Sagittarius, we could look at M8 (the Lagoon Nebula) and the globular clus-
ters M22 and M28 (the latter a first time for Michael). These two globulars are quite close to 
each other in the sky, both are near the star Lambda (�) Sagittarii, the star at the top of the 
“Teapot Lid”. Fred used his oxygen filter for us to view and really appreciate the Swan Neb-
ula (Messier 17,  ASSA100: No 87). The filter works well in our light polluted skies. 

The bright star Vega, the brightest star in Lyra, was low on the northern horizon, but 
in spite of low altitude it was possible to split Epsilon Lyrae (the “double double”) with an 8 
inch telescope. 

Late in the evening the gibbous moon rose, and we were able to have a quick look at 
it before the cool evening air became too cool for comfort. We noted the crater Copernicus 
in particular.  � 

Summary of “Beginner’s Corner” : “Naming names on the Moon” 
to be presented on August 24th 2016  

 

 The person who named all the major features on the Moon was Giovani Bat-
tista Riccioli (1598 – 1671), who was a Jesuit priest. There had been earlier maps, 
for example those of Langrenus (Michel Florent van Langren) in 1645 and Hevelius 
(Johann Hewelcke) in 1647, that used other naming systems, but the names on 
Riccioli’s 1651 map are still in use today.  
 This presentation looks at the rationale behind Riccioli’s naming system, and 
considers the political compromises that he had to make when naming features af-
ter persons who supported the Copernican model of the Solar System.  �  
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Observing: NGC 1931, a confusing nebula  - by Magda Streicher 
 

 Telescope observation can sometimes produce unprecedented surprises. It may some-
times happen that an object in the eyepiece looks like a new discovery and then we all but suffer 
cardiac arrest! I wonder how many comet hunters have come across a deep sky object and then 
firmly believed they’ve discovered a new comet. 
 NGC 1931, which is situated in the Auriga constellation, is a nebula that truly imitates a 
comet in all its glory. This nebula was discovered in 1793 by William Herschel with an 18.7-inch 
f/13 speculum telescope. He called it "vB, iR, vgbM, 5' diameter. Seems to have 1 or 2 stars in 
the middle, or an irregular nucleus; the chevelure diminishes very gradually." 
 Hartung notes in his own words; that "this curious object, appears as a bright round nebu-
lous haze about 1' across with indefinite edges; near the centre is a close triplet, the northwest 
star much the faintest, which 15cm will show." 
 In 1876 Burnham looked at this with the 6-inch and found the nebula faint with that aper-
ture but the three stars were easily seen. With the 18.5-inch in 1878 he noted several other stars 
in the group, just outside of the nebula. The 36-inch telescope now shows that one of the stars of 
the triangle is double, having an exceedingly faint attendant at a distance of a little more than 2’’. 
This is a difficult pair under ordinary conditions with this telescope, and probably could not be 
seen at all in any other telescope with which this object has been observed.” 
 My notes reveal the following: The nucleus of the nebula is outstandingly bright and can 
be observed with even a smaller telescope. Soft wimps of nebulosity on the SW bank, sus-
pended from the bright nucleus, truly give the nebula the appearance of a comet. The four warm 

young stars within this nebula let it 
shine with ultraviolet light that causes 
the nearby gas to glow. Fainter stars 
accompanying these four warm stars 
extend somewhat further SW into the 
nebulosity. I have found that a 0111 
nebula filter does not significantly 
highlight the object against the star 
field. The answer is a dark night sky 
and the use of a deep sky filter that 
improves the appearance of the neb-
ula. NGC 1931 can be seen less than 
1 degree east of Phi Aurigae and 
around 1 degree west of the open 
cluster Messier 36. 
 Let’s create a list of objects 
which really have the character and 
appearance of a comet. But not just 
any objects – these must be objects 
that really can be confused with com-
ets. And not just any deep sky objects 
– ones that really give the impression 
of being a comet, just like this impres-
sion of the object NGC 1931. � 

 
 
                           

 

Object Type RA DEC MAG SIZE 
 

NGC 1931 
Reflection 

and emission  neb-
ula 

 
05.31.4 

 
+34o15 

 
3.8 

 
4’ 
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Noteworthy astronomy-related articles on the Internet 
 

Potpourri 

 

• http://earthsky.org/space 
 

Interstellar travel 

 

• Is Alpha Centauri the right place to search for life elsewhere? 
http://m.phys.org/news/2016-04-alpha-centauri-life.html      

Solar system 
 

• A pure methane sea on Titan. The shorelines of Ligeia Mare on Titan extend for over 2 
000 km. It is now known to be filled with liquid methane. http://earthsky.org/space/a-pure-
methane-sea-on-t itan?utm_source=EarthSky+News&utm_campaign=71c24af101-
EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-71c24af101-394671529 

 

• Why Planet 9 shouldn’t exist. If Planet 9 exists, how did it get there? http://earthsky.org/
s p a c e / w h y - p l a n e t - 9 - s h o u l d n t - e x i s t ?
u t m _ s o u r c e = E a r t h S k y + N e w s & u t m _ c a m p a i g n = 3 5 8 d f e b c 4 1 -
EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-358dfebc41-394671529 

 

Astrophotography 

 

• Learn to shoot photos of meteors. http://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/how-to-shoot-
p h o t o s - o f - m e t e o r s - o r - s h o o t i n g - s t a r s ? u t m _ s o u r c e = E a r t h S k y %
2 0 N e w s & u t m _ c a m p a i g n = 6 5 e 0 5 5 e e f 4 -
EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-65e055eef4-394671529 

 

Spaceflight 

 

• This date in science: First American in space. Alan Shepard became the first American 
in space on May 5, 1961. http://earthsky.org/space/alan-shepard-first-american-in-space-
ma y- 5- 1 96 1 ?u t m _s ou r ce =E ar t h Sky + Ne w s&u t m _c a mp a ig n =2 f e 9 4d 7 4 a 0-
EarthSky_News&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_c643945d79-2fe94d74a0-394671529 

Basics: The solar wind - by Pierre Lourens 
 

 The solar wind is a stream of charged particles released from the corona, the up-
per part of the atmosphere of the Sun. The Sun and its atmosphere consist of plasma, 
which is mostly fully ionized hydrogen and helium. That is, the plasma consists mostly of 
free electrons, protons and helium nuclei (the latter are also known as alpha particles). 
The solar wind varies in density, temperature and speed over time and over solar longi-
tude. Its particles can escape the Sun's gravity because of their high speeds, which result 
from the high temperature of the corona. 
 The solar winds flow outward supersonically at varying speeds depending on their 
origin, reaching up to around 400 km/s. They flow to great distances, filling a region 
known as the heliosphere, an enormous bubble-like volume centered on the Sun and sur-
rounded by the interstellar medium. 
 Earth itself is largely protected from the solar wind by its magnetic field, which de-
flects most of the charged particles. However, some of the charged particles are trapped 
in the Earth’s magnetic field. These trapped charged particles are concentrated in two 
belts around the Earth, known as the Van Allen radiation belts. These particles spiral 
down to the poles, where they collide with molecules of the atmosphere. The resulting ra-
diation emitted is known as the auroras, or polar lights.  � 
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Feature of the month: Canada and the Thirty Meter Telescope 
 

 Once it is finished, the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) will be the largest opti-
cal telescope in the world and will have a light collecting area approximately nine 
times the size of the largest optical telescopes that exist today. The 30 meter mirror 
is made up of 574 hexagonal mirror segments. It has an alt-az mounting, two Nas-
myth foci and a Cassegrain focus. First light is planned for this year.  � 
 

http://lot.astro.utoronto.ca/design/tel.html 

Human figure 

An artist’s depiction 
of the TMT. 

Astronomy- related images and video clips on the Internet 
 

• The day Earth smiled. Third image ever of Earth from the outer solar system, made by 
spacecraft Cassini in 2013. See also the first two, made in 1990 and 2006. 
http://earthsky.org/space/the-day-earth-smiled-2013-cassini-image-of-earth-moon-planets 

 

• Saturn's majestic and mysterious rings: photos.  
http://www.seeker.com/saturns-majestic-and-mysterious-rings-photos-1954646902.html 
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The North America Nebula 
in Cygnus. Photographs 
taken by Johan Moolman. 
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The Trifid nebula (left) and the 
Lagoon nebula. Photograph 
taken by Johan Moolman. 

Below: The Dark Doodad Nebula and its surroundings. Photographs by Percy Jacobs. 
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Old newsletters: All old 
newsletters from January 2004 
onward are on our website. 
They contain a record of our 
Centre’s activities as well as 
astronomical information.  

Database: Members are re-
minded that a database of the 
books in our library is to be 
found on our website. The da-
tabase was created by Danie 
Barnardo, one of our commit-
tee members. 

Pretoria Centre committee 

 

Chairman        Johan Smit            072 806 2939 
Vice Chairman                  Michael Poll                 074 473 4785 
Secretary                          Tony Viljoen                 072 247 6648 
Newsletter Editor              Pierre Lourens             072 207 1403 
Events         Michael Moller         082 789 8968       
Librarian and 
Webmaster                       Danie Barnardo           084 588 6668 
Curator of Instruments     Johan Smit                   072 806 2939 
Public Relations Officer    Fred Oosthuizen           072 373 2865 
Observing Coordinator      Percy Jacobs               060 883 8106 
Treasurer and 
Membership Secretary     Michelle Ferreira          073 173 0168 
Member                       Bosman Olivier            082 883 1869 

The Helix Nebula in Aquarius. Photograph taken by Dawie Venter. 


